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INYOITE AND MEYERHOFFERlTE, TWO NEW CALCIUM
BORATES.

REI.a<\..TION OF MEYERHOFFERITE TO INYOITE.

Two specimens of large crystals having a rhombic shape were col
lected by Hoyt S. Gale, of the United States Geological Survey, in
$e Death Valley region of California. The fact that the mineral was
a borate was deteimined, but its specific relation could not be fixed.
.As a preliminary examination failed to identify the specimens with
any known mineral, they were delivered to the writer, who would
here express his gratitude to Mr. Gale for his kindness in allowing the
free use and description of the material.

The large crystals, whose rhombic shape could not be correlated
with that of any known borate mineral, are opaque and covered with
small shining transparent colorless prismatic crystals. A broken sur
face of the rhombic crystals shows a peculiar reticulated~struct'l1.1'e
formed by a white silky fibrous material. The inner struoture of the
large crystals, as revealed on the broken surfaces, indicated that· II

change had taken place and that the material now forming the crys
tals was different from that of which they were originally composM.
The chemical investigation has confirmed this inference. When one
of the large crystals was broken up a nucleus of fresh, unaltered
glassy material was found in its center. By alteration this glassy
material has changed into the silky fibrous material that now forms
the bulk of the specimens. .

The investigation has shown that both parts of the specimen are
mineralogically new and that two distinct mineral species are present.
The glassy material, of whioh the large rhombic crystals were origi
nally formed, is here named inyoite. It is a hydrous calcium borate
having the formula 2CaO.3B208.13~O. Illyoite alters to a similar
hydrous calcium borat-e with only seven molecules of water, whioh is
here called meyerhofferite. The silky fibrous masses and the shining
transparent prisms are but two different forms of meyerhofferite.
Inyoite is therefore the parent mineral which has altered to an aggre
gate of fibrous and prismatic crystals of secondary meyerhofferite.

The two specimens are shown in Plate I and the forms of the
secondary meyerhofferite are shown in Plate 11.

NOMENCLATURE.

The name inyoite is derived from the locality where the specimens
were found-Inyo County, Cal. The second of the new borates is
named meyerhofferite after Wilhelm Meyerhoffer, who with J. H.
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van't Hoff worked for many years on the composition of the saline
minerals and so about 1906 came to study the calcium boratEti. His
death occurred BOon after he began his invEtitigation of thEtie bo

ratEti and it seems that one of
the very last of the salts stud
ied by him was the'compound
2CaO.3B)Os.7H,O. Now that
this compound has been found in
nature as a mineral, it is appl'Q
priately named after him.

LOCALITY AND PARA.
GENESIS.

The exact locality from which
the speoimens were obtained is a
prospect tunnel in the Mount
B I an co district, on Furnaoe

FlGUJ&E3ll.-DIagnunUlustratingcrystaiformaoflnyo- Creek, near Death Valley, Inyo
lte shown In Plate I, A. The large crystal on the C t Cal Th f U' tright W88 broken up, and gl88sy unaltered Inyolte oun y, . e 0 OWIng no Eti

• was obtained from Its center. Nearly the entlnl on the occurrence of the minerals
specimen bas altered to meyerholfcrlte. have been supplied by Mr. Gale.

The tunnel was referred to by Mr. Corkill, in charge of developments on
the property, as the" jewelry shop," beca.use of the displa.y of beauti
fully crystalline colemanite throughout the greater part of its length.
The tunnel had penetrated
what Mr. Gale considered to
be vein material in a rather
unusual crystalline form.
The glflBSy colemaItite lay 1
as if crysta.llized in large
geodEti formed ofbroadhori
zontally disposed cavitiEti
lined with coarsely drusy
botryoidal bunchEti, thesur
faces of which were com
pletely covered with trans
parent crystals, with sharp
edges and comers. In the
light of the candles used to
examine the tunnel the re- FIGURE 39.-D1agram U1ustrating crystal forms of Inyoita I

shown in Plate I, B.
flections from the myriads
of- minute sparkling crystal faces made a very brilliant display.

The two new minerals, inyoite and meyerhofferite, were directly I
flBSociated with this colemanite, the particular specimens colleoted
having been pried off in the geode-like cavities.

I
I
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...t. CRYSTALS OF INYOITE ON MASSIVE MINERAL, NATURAL SIZE.

B. GROUP OF CRYSTALS OF INYOITE, ENLARGED 2 DIAMETERS.
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A

D

ALTERATION OF INYOITE TO MEYERHOFFERITE.

A. B, C. Reticulated structure of altered inyoite. Enlarged 2t diameters. D. Stellate
groups of crystals of meyerhofferite on the surface of cyrstallof Inyoite. Enlarged about 7
diameters.
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INYOITE.

Measurements of angle8 of inyoite.
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The new minerals are probably of similar origin to the colemanite,
which is apparently an open-spa.ce vein filling, the deposit being in
fissures cutting shales and sandstones composed largely of tuffa.ceous
material, variously referred to in California and Nevada under the
terms Rosamond series, Esmeralda series, and Siebert "lake beds."
The veins are closely associated with interbedded volcanic flows,
which consist of vesicular and locally amygdaloidal basalt, also with
dikes of similar composition.

The colemanite from these deposits has not yet been mined com
mercially, and all the properties are still in the prospect stage. The
Mount Blanco deposit has, however, often been referred to as the
largest in the United States. Besides colemanite, it contains a very
considerable quantity of pandermite. It is said that ulexite found
in the surfa.ce soils of the hills below the colemanite vein WllS origi
nally scraped and worked for borax along with the ulexite deposits in
the ~alley.

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY.

GENERAL CHARACTER OF CRYSTALS.

The large crystalS of inyoite, lIS shown in Plate I, are so grown
together that only a few angles (lould be mellSured on each crystal.
Moreover, the alteration to meyerhofferite, particularly the develop
ment of stellate groups of prismatic crystals on the surfaces of the
original inyoite crystals, as shown in Plate II, D, makes it difficult to
obtain good measurements. A further trouble WllS found in that the
only pyramidal form observed on inyoite was narrow and became
considerably uneven and rounded by the alteration. The discovery
of better crystals of inyoite, especially if 'unaltered, would necessitate
a revision of the crystallographic data here presented.

Six crystals which afforded the most suitable material for measure
ment were utilized. The crystals are all simple and had the same
general rhombic habit, as shown in Plate I and figure 40 (p. 38).

CALCULATION OF ELEMENTS.

The crystals are monoclinic, and the elements were calculated from
the average of the following measurements made with a simple con
tact goniometer:

Angle. 1 2 3 4 5 6 Average.

.....

--------I~---·I--- ------------1----
(001):(110) __ ., .68°,67°,68° 7P,70° . _. 72° 69° 20'
(110):(110) _______ 80° 79°...... 80° 80° _.. 79° 45'
(110):(111) _ 35° 35° 38°. _. .. . 37° 36° 15'
J010):(001) __ _. _. . 91° __ . __ . __ .
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From the three fundli.mental angles given, namely, (00l) : (110) =

69° 20', (110) : (1IO) = 79° 45', and (110) : (111) = 36° 15', the axial
elements were calculated and found to be as follows:

a : b : c=0.9408 : 1 : 0.6665; ~=62° 37'.

FORMS.

The total number 'of forms obBerved is four, as follows:
Pinacoids: c{OOl}, b{OlO}.
Prism: m{llO}.
Pyramid: p{lll}.

The basal pinacoid c{OOl} is the dominant form and the crystals
are tabular parallel to this form. (Compare fig. 40.) It is also a

direction of cleavage. The
brachypihacoid is small
and the least prominent
form. It was observed on

c about half the crystals ex
amined. The unit prism is
medium in size and approx
imately one-third as large
as the base. The unit pyr
amid varies in size, even on
the same crystal, but is al
ways much smaller than the
prism.

FlatnlE 4O.-Inyolte crystal. Forms: C{llOl}, m{llO}, P{lll}. The relative size of the

different forms and the general tabular habit are shown in figure 40.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES.

The cleavage of inyoite is good parallel to the basal pinacoid
c{OOl}. The lower crystal of the group shown in Plate I, A, shows
this cleavage, and so do the fresh pieces of inyoite found in the interior
of the large crystals. The fracture is irregular, and the mineral is
brittle. The hardness is about 2. The density, determined by
means of Thoulet solution, is 1.875.

OPTICAL PROPERTIES.

The fresh inyoite is glassy and colorless; the altered material
(meyerhofferite) is white. The luster is vitreous, and the mineral is
transparent, although the progressing alteration soon clouds the
fresh mineral, making it opaque.

The optical orientation could not be determined, as the fresh
pieces found in the interior of the large altered crystals showed no
crystal boundaries. Cleavage pieces, parallel to the basal pinacoid,
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showed the emergence of an inclined bisectrix. The axial angle is
large and negative. The angle 2E for sodium light was measured as
118°.. No change in this result could be observed for lithium or
thallium light. N~erousmarkings on the base are nearly rectangu
lar, having measured angles between 80° and 90°. These markings
are apparently parallel to the unit prism and may represent the
traces of an imperfect prismatic cleavage. On the assumption
that the orientation of these markings on th~ basal cleavage is
correct, the optical orientation of inyoite can be stated as follows:
Axial plane parallel to b{OlO}; acute negative bisectrix obliquely
emergent on c{OOl}.

The refractive indices were kindly measured by the immersion
method by Mr. Esper S. Larsen, who obtained the following results:

a=1.495. P=1.51. 'Y=1.520. (-y-a) =0.025.

CHEmCAL PROPERTIES.

PYROGNOSTICS.

Heated before the blowpipe, the mineral decrepitates and' fuses
with much intumescence, giving a greenish boron flame. When it is
heated in a closed tube abundant water is readily given off. The
mineral is easily soluble in acids.

QUANTITATIVE COMPOSITION.

The transparent glassy material was free from any inclusions of
other minerals, and the sample analyzed was free from adhering
meyerhofferite. The total available amount of unaltered inyoite
was very sma.J.l, and for the analysis only 0.1037 gram could be
obtained. The boric acid was not determined, and qualitative
tests showed the absence of silica, alumina, magnesia, alkalies,
phosphate, sulphate, carbonate, etc. The analysis and ratios deduced
therefrom are as follows:

Analysis and ratios of inyoite.

AnalyBiB. Ratios. Calcu-
lated.

caO........................ 20.5 0.366 or 2.02 or 2X1.01. ....... 20.2

~g3b~i~~i·iOo'.·.~::::::::::: [37.2] .531 or 2.93 or 3X .98........ 37.8
26.1 1.450 or 8.01 or 8X1.oo........ 25.9

H 30 above 1100
.............. 16.2 .900 or 4.97 or 5X .99........ 16. 1

100.0 100.0
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The ratios oonfonn closely to the numbers 2 : 3 : 8 : 5, giving the
formula 2CaO.3BzO•.13H,O. Of the water -h goes off below 110°,
80 that in the conventional way the form~ may be writum
2CaO.3B,O•.5H,O+ 8H,O.

ALTJmA.TION.

The specimens shown in Plate I were very largely altered when
collooted and should perhaps be called "meyerhofferite pseudomorph
after inyoite," rather than inyoite. The alteration to meyerhofferite
has changed the large rhombic crystals of the inyoite from a colorless
transparent and glassy material to a compact aggregate of white,
opaque, silky fibers. These fibers are arranged either in irregular
masses, in radiating groups, or more CO.IIW:1only and characteristically
in parallel oriented groups, which for the most part fonn a rectangu
lar network, such as is shown in Plate II, .A, B, and O. In this net
work are areas of parallel fibers which lie at an angle of about 45° to .
the rectangular ones, as is well shown in Plate II,.A. Most of these
fibers are silky white and opaque, although embedded in them are
numerous transparent glassy prisms of the same material. The
lower portion of the specimen shown in, Plate I, .A, is similarly com
posed of these compact fibers of meyerhofferite.

It would be a most interesting study to trace the orientation of
the individual meyerhofferite crystals, both with regard to the reticu
lated structure of the entire mass as well as to the original inyoite
crystals, but such a study could not be undertaken for lack of time.

A second mode of occUlTence of the meyerhofferite crystals is as
stellate groups on the surface of the large crystals of altered inyoite.
These radiating clusters appear both singly and in groups, and a
particularly rich and well-developed cluster is shown enlarged in
Plate II, D. These prismatic meyerhofferite crystals are transparent
and glassy. I1t was at first thought that the opaque, white, silky,
fibrous crystals were different from the transparent, colorless glassy
prisms, but they have been proved to be identical.

Meyerhofferite contains less water ·than inyoite, and it might
be expected that the crystals would show a further loss of water on
long exposure to the air, but no such loss has been observed. Under
the conditions which existed at the place of formation of the specimAllS
meyerhofferite seems to be the stable compound

DIAGNOSTIC PROPERTIES.

The rhombic shape of the large crystals, now altered to a fibrous
aggregate of white and colorless prisms, and the low refractive
index of the mineral (1.5) serve to distinguish inyoite from the other
known borates.
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MEYERHOFFERlTE.

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY.

GENERAL CHARACTER OF CRYSTALS.

The 21 crystals measured averaged about 2 to 3 millimeters in
length and about 0.3 to 0.5 millimeter in thickness. Crystals 1
millimeter thick and 1 centimeter long -are not rare. All the crystals
examined are prismatic in habit. .No twins were detected.

CALCULATION OF ELEMENTS.

The triclinic crystals were measured by the two-circle goniometer,
the prismatic habit rendering it very easy to adjust the crystals in
polar position. The excellent clinopinacoidal cleavage was usually
developed enough to give a good reflection, and its measurement,
aided by the readings on the other faces of the prism zone, gave good
results for Vo' The few forms whose measurements could be used
for a calculation of the elements were as follows: a{lOO}, m{lIO},
M{IIO}, t{101}, y{I01}, p{llI}: The measurements of these six
forms yielded nine angles, of which only five are necessary. The
method of two-circle measurement allows the use of all the available
angles, and all nine were therefore used, the final results being a
better average of all the measurements than could be obtained
by the arbitrary selection of only five angles.

Details of the method of calculation are given in the publications
of Borgstrom and Goldschmidt 1 and of Moses and Rogers.3

The angles of t{101}, y{I01}, and p{lIl} were used for obtaining
an average value for x'o, and p'o sin v, from which, as v is known
(=<1>(100», p'o is readily calculated. An independent value of v is
also obtained from the values of t{101} and p{lIl}. Values for y'o
are obtained from t{ 101}, y{I01} and p{ Ill} and for q'0 from p{ Ill}.

Independently from the terminal forms, v and P:o are calculated from
qo

the measurements of the prisms m{ 1I0} and M{ 1IO}. By taking the
value found for p'0 from the terminal faces, a second value for q'0 can

. ,
be found from the ratio of P,o, obtained from the prisms.

qo
The aV'erages of the measured angles of the six forms usedare as

follows, and from these figures average values for the crystallographic
elements are calculated.s

I Borgstrom, L., and Goldschmidt, V., Krystallberechnung 1m trlklinen System lllustriert am Anorthlt:
Ztoltschr. Kryst. Min., vol. 41, p. 63, 1005.

t Moses, A. 1., and Rogers, A. F., Formulill and graphic methods for determining crystals in terms
of coordlnate angles and MIller indexes: School of Mines Quart., vol. 24, p. 1, 1002. .

I The writer wishes to express his gratitude to Prof. Victor Goldschmidt, of Heidelberg, who kindly
verified the crystallographic calculations of meyerhotJerlte.
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Averagu oj meaJlUred angles oj meyerhojferite.

The values obtained. are as follows:
x'o=-0.2049from t{lOl} and y{IOl}.
x'o=-0.2085 from y{IOl} aJ!d p{llI}.
Vo=0.0036 from t{lOl} and y{IOl}.
p'o=1.0005 from t{lOl.}, y{IOl}, and p{lll}.
q'o=0.7769 from p{llI}.

q'o=0.7761 from value of p'0 and ~o (prisms).
q 0

~:=1.2940 from t{lOl}, y{IOl}, and p{llI}.

~:=1.2870 from m{lIO} and M{lIO}.

'/I =930 12' from a{lOO}.
v =930 14' from m{nO} and M{lIO}.

The elements obtained from the average of these values, with their
proper weights, are shown in the following table. The figures given
were not obtained by arbitrarily assuming certain values as correct,
but by averaging all the available results obtained directly from the
measurements. It will be found, therefore, that the angles calcu
lated from these elements are not the same as those with which the
determinations originally started but vary slightly therefrom.

Axial elemenu oj meyerhojferite.

I'

Form.

a{lOO} - .

M\\\~}}·:.·.·.·.·:.·.·.-.-::::::::::::::::::::::: :"::::::::
,~\\~YC·.··.·~·~··.·~·:·:::::::::::::::::::::::: :'::::::::::

Number of
me8Bure- q, p
ments.

0 0

26 93 12 90 00
19 54 15 90 00
13 129 49 90 00
9 94 01 38 35
8 -87 00 50 22
9 47 34 46 54 j

I

Projection elements. Polar elements. Linear elements.

x'0= -0. 2067 ' po= 0.9798 ao=1.0222
y'o= 0.0036 qo= 0.7602 bo=1. 2902
p'o= 1. 0005 To = 1 co=l
10= 0.7763 x= 890 48' a=0.7923

'11= 93 0 13' p.= 101 0 41' b=1. 0000
h= 1 '11= 93 0 13' c=0.7750

xo=-0.2024 0<=89 0 32'
Yo= 0.0036 fJ=78° 19'

')'=860 52'

On a gnomonic projection carefully plotted directly from the meas':'
urements the elements could be read off and showed a close agree
ment with the calculated results.
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Comparison ofcalculated and graphic values.

roo : .
yo···························· ., .,...
1"0 .. ·.······································· .
rI,,··································· _ .
t· . .......................•..............•..•..

Calculated.

-0.2067
.0036

1.0005
.7763

93 0 13'

Meaaured on
gnomonic
projection.

-0.206 •
.005

1.01
.772

93° 30'

The me8Surements from which these averages are obtained are 8S
follows: '

Meamrements ofa{100}, '1Ttellerhofferite.

Crystal Reflection. Size of

'"
~sta1 Reflection. , Size of

I
t/>No. face. o. face.•

0 , 0 ,
1 Good ...... Largea. 93 10 15 Fair ..... Large..... d93 45
1 Good ...... Large a . 93 18 16 Fair ..... Large c.... 93 09
2 Good: ..... Large... 93 06 16 Poor...... Large..... 93 17
2 Poor....... Large... 93 11 17 Fair ..... L~ec.... 93 11
4 Excellent.. Small a. b93 34 17 Excellent. M ium .. 93 11
6 Fair ...... Large... 93 15 18 Fair ..... Medium c . 93 17
7 Fair ...... Large... 93 06 18 Fair ..... Lars:: .. c. 93 10
7 Poor....... Large..• 93 07 19 Good ..... Me ium .. 93 03
9 . Fair ...... Large c.. 93 03 20 Good..... Large..... 93 12
9 Fair ...... Large... 92 48 21 Poor...... Line face. 93 13

10 Good ...... Large c.. b93 40 21 Poor...... Li.ne face. 93 09
10 Fair ...... Large c.. 93 17
11 Fair ..... , Largec.. d93 41 Average of 26 measurements ... 93 12
12 Fair ...... Large c.. d93 45 Average of good and excellent
13 Good ...... Large... 93 14 reflections .................. 93 16!
13 Fair ...... Large... 93 32 Average of fair reflections ...... 93 09
14 Good ...... Large ... 93 17 Average of poor reflections .... 93 11
14 Fair ...... Medium 92 48 Calculated ................... 93 13
15 Poor....... Large... d93 36

a Cleavage (1) fBee.
b High, but included because of good reflection.

c Striated face.
d Excluded from average.

Measurements of t{101} , meyerhoffmte.

Crybtal Reflection, Size of face. t/> pNo. .
0 , 0 I

6 Poor....... Minute..... a 90 04 39 00
9 Poor....... Narrow.... 93 56 38 26

10 Poor.... ~ .. Small ..... 93 40 38 58
11 Poor....... Medium.... 93 41 38 49
12 Fair........ Medium.... 94 08 38 18
15 Poor....... Large...... 94 12 38 18
16 Good ...... Large...... 94 07 38 14
19 Poor....... LaJr .. · .. 94 03 38 39
20 Poor....... Me ·um.... 94 22 38 37

Average..................... 94 01 38 35
Calculated.................... 93 48 38 27

a Excluded from average.
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~ ofy{10l}, meyerhofferite.

Crvstal Reflection. Size of face. 4-No. p

a I a I

2 Poor••..... Minute..... 87 35 50 23
6 Poor•...... Minute.•... 89 56 50 16
9 Poor.....•. Medium.... 87 30 50 22

12 Good••.... MediuIIi..... 87 21 50 19
15 Poor•••.... Line face .. 85 20 50 35
16 Poor..•.... Minute..•.. 85 53 a49 42
18 Poor.•..... Minute.•... 87 34 50 31
20 Poor....... Line face .. 84 48 50 44

Average lJ.••••.•.••.•.•...... 87 00 50 22
Calculated•................... 87 10 50 21

.. Excluded from average. •
& Tbe .. values vwy 110 mucb that a general average was taken of all the angl88.

MeatfUTementll of m{1lO} , meyerhofferite.

~·I
Reftec- Size of face. q, I Crys- Reflec- Size of face. q,tion. tal No. tion.

I

0 / 0 I

1 Fair.•••.. Small ..... 54 34 14 Poor..... Narrow•.,.. 54 04
2 Good .... Large...... 54 30 14 Fair...... Narrow••.• 54 05
2 Poor..... Line face.. a54 09 15 Good .... Medium.... 54 01
I) Poor..... Small ..... 54 30 16 Good.... Medium.... 54 10
I) Good ..•. Small ..... 54 28 17 Good .... Medium.••. 54 05
6 Fair...... Medium.... a55 12 18 Fair...... Narrow.... 54 18
6 Fair...... Medium.•.. a55 03 18 Fair...... Medium.... b54 28
9 Good .... Large...... 53 50 19 Fair...... Medium.... 54 19

10 Poor..... Small..... a55 10 20 Fair...... Medium.... 54 42
10 Poor..... Medium.... alJ54 59
11 Fair...... Narrow.... 54 01 Average of measurements...... 54 15
11 Poor..... Narrow.... b54 14 Average of ~ood reflections..... 54 08
12 Fair...... Medium.... 54 06 Average of air reflections ..... 5:4 19
12 Poor ..... Une face.. a54 38 Average of poor reflections..... 54 16
13 Fair...... Medium.... b54 22 Calculated...... , ............. 54 13
13 Good .... Medium.... 53 54

.. Excluded from average. & Striated.

MeaIlUrernenU of M{110}, meyemofferite.
,

B- ReBec- Size of face. q, CIT,ft- ReBec- Size of ~ce. q,
o. tion. tal o. tion.

0 I 0 I

1 Good .•.. Small.••.. 129 49 16 Fair..... Medium.... 129 53
2 Good .... Small a •.. . 129 55 18 Fair. __ .. Medium.... 129 54
6 Fair ____ . Medium.... 129 48 18 Poor..... Line face .. c129 20
9 Good .... Medium a•. 129 33 19 Fair... __ Large b..... 129 51
9 Poor..... Medium b•• c129 11 20 Poor..... Medium...·. 129 49

10 Good .... Medium a•. 129 57 21 Poor..... Narrow.... c130 10
11 }<'air ..... Narrow.... 129 33
12 Fair .. __ . Medium b•• c129 12 Average of 13 measurements... 129 49
12 Fair ..... Narrow.... 129 45 Average of ~Ood reBections.... 129 49
13 Poor.. '" Narrow.... i30 57 Average of air reflections....• 129 47
15 Fair..... Narrow.... 129 46 Calculated.................... 129 48

.~

.. Cleavage (T) face. & Striated face. cExcluded from average.
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FORMS AND ANGLES.

A total of 27 forms was detennined on the measured crystals of
meyerhofferite. These may be grouped as follows:
PinacoidB: a{l00}, b{010}, c{OOl}.
Positive priBms: k{370}, l{12O}, A{350}, j{450}, m{llO}, q{210}, n{52O}, .{310},

B{510}, r{810}.
Negative prismB: v{350}, M{l10}, w{43O}, h{310}.
Positive domeB: t{101}, d{12.0.11}, e {706}, /{605}, g{504}, i{705}, x{302}, z{12.0.1}.
Negative dome: y{IOl}.

• Pyramid: p{111}.

The average of the measured. angles is shown in the table below.

Mea.8Ured and calculated anglel 0/ meyerhoffe:rite.

I
I

Num- Num- Measured. ; (~&lculated.
berof

No. Letter. ber of meW!. Sym-

~- bol.
ta. ure-

til tilmentB. p p

0 I 0 I 0 I o I

1 c 6 6 001 -89 47 11 48 -88 59 11 41
2 b 20 33 010 0 00 90 00 0 00 90 00
3 a 20 37 100 93 12 90 00 93 13 90 00
4 k 2 2 370 29 33 90 00 29 39 90 00
5 l 1 1 120 33 51 90 00 33 44 90 00
6 A 2 3 350 39 01 90 00 38 55 90 00
7 j 1 1 450 46 58 90 00 47 32 90 00
8 m 16 29 110 54 16 90 00 54 13 90 00
9 q 1 1 210 71 56 90 00 71 37 90 00

10 n 3 4 520 75 31 90 00 75 43 90 00
11 8 2 2 310 78 50 90 00 78 32 90 00
12 B 1 1 510 84 13 90 00 84 20 90 00
13 r 2 2 810 87 54 90 00 87 39 90 00
14 v 3 _4 350 143 20 90 00 143 30 90 00
15 M 16 23 1I0 129 49 90 00 129 48 90 00
16 w 3 3 430 122 41 90 00 122 26 90 00
17 h 5 6 310 107 55 90 00 107 30 90 00
18 t 13 13 101 94 01 38 35 93 48 38 27
19 d 1 1 12.0.11 94 16 40 53 93 44 41 30
20 e 1 1 706 94 03 43 45 93 42 43 50
21 / 2 2 605 93 40 44 35 93 40 44 50
22 fl 2 2 504 93 52 45 56 93 39 46 14
23 t 1 1 705 93 45 49 50 93 36 50 03
24 x 1 1 302 93 45 52 12 93 34 52 18
25 z 1 1 12.0.1 93 03 84 21 93 15 85 09
26 Y 10 10 101 -87 00 50 22 -87 10 50 21
27 .P 15 15 III 47 34 46 54 47 35 47 01

c{OOl}. The basal pinacoid is represented in most of its occur
rences as a broad line face between the positive and negative unit
domes. On one crystal, No.6, it is a large face lying between the
line faces of the two domes. Its average size relative to the other
terminal forms is shown in the orthographio projection of crystal 12
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shown in figure 49 (p. 53). The angles on whioh the form is based are
shown below:

MtJall'UTementB of c{001 }, meyerhofferite.

MellBured. I Calculated .

Crystal No. Reflec- Size of face.tion.

'"
p

'"
p

0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I

6......... Fair .. Large...... -89 56 11 51 -88 59 11 41
7......... Poor... Small ..... -88 37 11 50 -88 59 11 41
8.......•. Poor... Line face .. -86 00 12 00 -88 59 11 41
9 ......... Poor... Small ..... -89 36 12 00 -88 59 11 41
12........ Poor... Line face .. -85 52 11 37 -88 59 11 41
20......•• Poor... Line face .. -89 41 11 45 -88 59 11 41

b{OlO}. It is not always possible to determine whether a certain
f800 of b is natural or due' to the perfect cleavage which is parallel to
this form. The natural faces are mostly line faces, very narrow as
compared with the other faces in the prism zone. Rarely they
becOme broader, though most of the occurrences of broad b faces
are clearly due to cleavage.

a{ 100}. The macropinacoid is the dominant form of the mineral
and is developed on many crystals as a broad face vertically striated.
The relatively large size of the a face causes the crystal to become
tabular parallel to it, as shown in figures 42, 46, 49, 50, and 51. On
a few crystals it is equaled in size by some other form in the prism
zone. On 8 of the 10 crystal drawings of meyerhofferite chosen
to show the various habits and combinations a{100} is the largest
form.. The measurements of the faces of a{lOO} have already been
given under the calculation of the elemen~.

m{llO} and M{lIO}. The unit prisms are of medium size, vary
ing from line faces to faces nearly as large as those of a{ 100}, but
generally are about half as large or somewhat less. The faces are
striated vertically, although not so strongly as those of a{lOO}. The
average size of m{llO} is somewhat larger than that of M{lIO}.

The other prism forms, with the exception of A {350}, j {450}, n{ 520}
and v{350}, are all line faces. Some of these prisms were observed
but once and their measured angles are shown in the table just given.
The values for those prisms which were measured more than once are
given in the following table:
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MeamrfJTTUmtB of rare prisma of rneyerhofferite.

I

.p

Form. Cr Reflec- Size of face.tion. MeM- Calcu·

• ured lated

0 I 0 I

A. (350) •• 4 Good••.. Small ............. 39 01 38 55
4 Poor.••.. SmalL ............ 38 11 38 55
9 Poor..... Lineface........... 39 50 38 55

n (520) .. 3 Poor..... Broad, striated ...... 76 00 76 43
5 Good .... Small ............. 75 20 75 43
5 Good .... SmalL ............ 75 16 75 43

18 Poor..... Line face ........... 75 54 75 43

8 (310) .• 12 Poor..... Line face........... 78 41 78 32
21 Poor•...• Line face........... 79 00 78 32

r (810) ... 18 Poor....• Line face ........... 87 57 87 39
20 Poor..... Line face ........... 87 50 87 39

v (350) .. 4 Good .... Small ............. 143 20 143 30
14 Poor..... Narrow............ 143 30 143 30
14 Fair .... Narrow ............ 143 29 143 30
21 Poor•...• Line face ........... 143 01 143 30

w(~) .. 1 Poor..... Line face........... 122 35 122 26
7 Poor..... Line face ........... 122 45 122 26

19 Poor..... Line face........... 122 43 122 26

h(3IO) •• 12 Poor..... Line face ........... 107 13 107 30
12 Poor....• Line face.:......... 108 16 107 30
13 Poor..... Line face ........... 107 54 107 30
14 Poor.•... Line face........... 107 21 107 30
17 Poor..•.. Line face........... 108 43 107 30
18 Poor•...• Line face ........... 108 05 107 30

, I

t{IOl}. The positive unit maorodome is one of the three dominant
terminal forms, the other two being y{IOl} and p{I11}. The faces
of this form are generally large, though on a few crystals it occurs as a
narrow face. The form is shown on a number of the crystal drawings
(figs. 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, and 51). It has not been observed as the
only terminal form, although crystal 13 is terminate<lby a single form,
namely f{605} which is very near t{101}. . ~

y{IOl}. The negative unit dome occurs nearly as frequently as
t{101} but is smaller in size and in several crystals is present as a line
face. The form is the only negative dome observed. It is shown in
figures 48 and 49.

The remaining domes, seven in number, form a remarkable series
in that five of them are very close to t{101} and, if each one occurred
separately on a distinct crystal, would be considered as aU belonging
to a single form vicinal to the unit dome. The faces of these domes,
however, are distinct and yield separate reflections and occur in such
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a way 88 not to allow their being grouped together as one form.
The occurrence of the forms in the zone a(lOO), c(OOl), d(IOO) is
shown below for the crystals containing domes other than the unit
oomes. .

OCCl.U7'e7ICe oJJOT'TM in tk zone a{100}: a'{Ioo} , meyerhofferite.

CryIltaJ. 11. CryIltaJ. 13. CryIltaJ. 19~ CryIltaJ. 20.1

100 100 100 loo
_____ l01
....... _.... 001

101 101 101
............ 12. 0.11
_. __ __ ._. 706
............ a 605 605

504 .••••.•...•. _•.. _....... 504
.... _....... ...•...•.... 706 _ .
............ .•...••..... 302 ......•.....
... __ 12.0.1 .

100 100 100 100

a The only termlnal form 011 thl8 crystaL

The occurrence of .the two series of domes shown on crystals 19 and
20 is very unusual for these crystals.

The two measurements forf{605} and g{504} are shown below.

Memrurement8 ojJ{605} and g{ 504}, meyerhofferite.
..

Me8llUl'ed. Calculated.

Form. CrylltaJ. Refire- Size of
No. tion. face..

'"
p '" PI

I,---
I
i 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I

f{605} 13 Poor... Large•..... 93 16 44 26 93 40 '44 50
20 Poor... Line face... 94 03 44 43 93 40 44 50

g{504} 11 Poor... Line face .. 93 41 45 37 93 39 46 14
20 Poor... Line face .. 94 03 46 14 93 39 46 14

The remaining domes are all line faces giving poor reflections and
the angles measured are shown in the table on page 45.

Crysta120, with its wealth of domes, is shown in figure 51 (p. 53).
The common forms of meyerhofferite, or those observed on at least

ten crystals, are b{OlO}, a{100}, m{llO}, M{IIO}, t{101}, y{IOl},
and p{III}. The less common forms, observed on three to nine
crystals, are c{OOI},n{520},v{350}, w{430},h{3IO}. Theremaining
forms, 15 in number, are all rare; 9 of them were observed only once.

COMBINATIONS.

The combinations observed on the 21 measured crystals of meyer
hoft'erite are shown in the following table:

I

I

I
l
j
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~
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~
~
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001
010
100
370
120
350
450
110
210
520
310
510
810
350
110
430
310
101

12.0.11
706
60S
504
705
302

12.0.1
101
111

i Letter. I Symbol. 1_11_2 1_3 1_4 1~1_61_7 1_8 1_9 I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~
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ZONAL RELATIONS.

The zonal relations are very well developed on the .crystals of
meyerhofferite, all the forms lying in three zones, and 96 per cent of
the forms lying in two zones, namely, the prism zone with 16 forms
and the macrodome zone with 11 forms, as shown in figure 41. The

b

f

a

c

p

b

F'IauBE 41.-Gnomonlc projection oC meyerhotferite Corms. The Carm z{ 12. O. I}, not shown, Calla outalde
of the proJection.

unit pyramid p{ll1} lies in such zones as c{OOl}, p{l1l}, m{110},
and t{ lOl}, p{ Ill}, b{OlO}.

The prism zone is characteristically striaUld vertically, and the
macropinacoid shows the striations most prominently.

HABITS.

The crystals of meyerhofferite are all prismatic, but a distinction
may be made between the tabular prismatic crystals and those with
equal horizontal thickness. The tabular habit is caused by the
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large development of the macropinacoid a{lOO}, as shown in figure
42. The prisms m{llO} and M{lIO} a.re both very na.rrowon such
to.bula.r crystals. As the crystals become thicker the a{lOO} faces
decrease in size, with a consequent enlargement of the prisms, as
shown in figure 43. When one or both of the prisms equals the

p

M a. In lJ

FIGURB 42. FIGURB 43. FIGURE 44-

FIGURE 42.-Tabularprfsmatlc crystal (No.1) ofmeyerhotrerite. Forms: l>{OlO}, m{llO}, a{100}, M{110},
P{111}.

FIGURB 43.-<:rystal21, meyerhotrerite. IntermedJate In habit.
FIGURB 44.-<:rystaI2, meyerhotJerlte. Nearly equally thick In horizontal directions.

"FIGUBlI: 45.-0rthographJc projection of crystal 17,
meyerhotrerlte. Only the prism zone Is shown on
this crystal. Forms: l>{OlO}, a{100}, m{llO}, k{370},
1I{3IO}.

macropino.coid in size, the crystal becomes of nea.rly the same hori
zontal thickness in every direction, as shown in figure 44 and also
in figure 50 (p.53). A crystal (No. 17) which hll8 a nea.rly squa.re
cross section is shown in orthographic projection in figure 45. Only
the prism zone is developed on this crystal. The faces of b{010} do

not seem to be cleavage faces,
and in the la.rge development

'" of thefaces of the clinopinacoid
b the crystal is unusual.

The terminations of meyer
hofferite crystals consist either
of a single large face or of three
la.rge faces, with perhaps one
or two minute accompanying
line faces. A termination
showing a richer combination
is very ra.re.

The single termination con
sists of the unit pyramid p{ Ill}

(crystal 1, fig. 42) and in one crystal of the domef{605}. In a crystal
whose termina~ion is composed of two forms they may be either t p (lI8

in crystal 10, fig. 46, and crystal 3, fig. 47), t Y (lI8 in crysta116, fig. 50,
in which the rear dome y{101} is not shown), or p y (lI8 in crystal 2,
fig. 44, in which the rear dome y{lOl} is likewise not shown). The
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presence of three large terminal faces (t y p) is shown in clinographic \
projection in figure 48 (crystal 8) and in orthographic projection in I
figure 49 (crystal 12). In crystals in which the three fonDS all show \-
large faces the basal pinacoid e{OOl} is usually present as a line
face. None of the terminal faces can be said to exert a decided in-
fluence on the habit of the crystals. The fonDS t y and p exert an (
equal influence, the faces of the other terminal faces being small.

The tabular to thicker crystals have almady boon illustrated in
figures 42 to 45, which show the chief fonns on crystals 1, 21,- 2, and 17.

Crystal 2, figure 44, shows only y{I01} in addition to the forms
figured, whereas on the other crystals a number of other forms,
especially Iin&-face prisms, are present.

FIG1T&K (6. FIGUBK 47. FIGURE 48.

FIGURE (6.---{)rystallO, mey..-hollerite. Forms: b{OlO}, 7lI{1lO}, II{loo}M{lIo},l{lOl},P(11l}.
FIGUBE 47.~stal3, mey..-hotferite. Forms: b{OlO} cleavage, R{:m}, II{ loo}, I{ lOl}, P( 11l}.
FIGURE 48.--<::rystal8, meyerhotf..-ite. Forms: b{OlO}lI(loo}, M{lIo},I{101}, r{IOl},c{ool}, P(111}. The

large unlettered prism Is so rounded and striated 811 to be undeterminable.

. Crystal 10, figure 46, has only the two terminal forms shown in
the drawing, which in fact represents the complete combination of
the crystal as determined.

Crystal 3, figure 47, similarly has only the two terminal forms t and
p, which have developed in a steplike form. The clinopinaooid faces,
which may possibly be due to cleavage, are unusually large. The
large development of the single face of n{520} is noteworthy. The
face is strongly striated.

Crystal 8, figure 48, shows a similar large striated face between
a{lOO} and b{OlO}, which, however, is so rounded and striated that
it could not be determined. It may be a face of n{520}, like that on
crystal 3 (fig. 47), or it may be the unit prism or a combination of
several prisms. One side of the crystal is determined by a large
cleavage face of b{OlO}. The termination shows t{101}, y{I01},
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t

a

and p{l11}, o.lliarge, with the basal pinacoid, c{OOl}, between the
domes as a line face.

A terminal combination, similar to that on crystal 8, shown in
figure 48, is present on crystal 12, and is shown in figure 49 in ortho
graphic projection, in order to show better the relative size of the four
forms.

In addition to the forms shown in figure 49, line faces of the rare
prisms l{120}, 8 {31O}, and h{3IO} are present on the crystal.

Crystal 16, figure 50, shows a large face of t{ 101} and a minute
one (not shown in the figure) of y{lOl} as the only terminal forms.
In general appearance, crystal 13 (not shown) is very similar to crystal
16 (fig. 50), except that the large terminal face is not t{ 101} but the
rare dome f{ 605}.

A series of domes are well developed on crystals 20
and 21, and crystal 20 is shown in figure 51. The
forms c{OOl} and y{I01} are present as line faces, but

FIGURE 49. FIGURE 50. FIGURE 51.

FIGURE 49.-0rthographicprojectlon ofcrystal 12, meyerhotferlte. Forms: b{OlO}, m{llO}, a{100}, M{110}
l{101}, c{OOl},y{I01}, p{ll1}.

FIGURE 5O.--Crystal16, meyerhotferlte. Forms: b{010}, m{llO}, a{lOO~, M{lIo}, 1{101}.
FIGURE 5,1..--Crystel 20, meyerhotferlte. The series of domes Is notable. Forms: b{OlO},J{450}, m{llO},

a{lOO}, M{1IO}, g{504},f{605}, e{706},d{12.0.11}, l{lOn, P{111}.

are not shown in the drawing. The presence of a single large face of
j{(450} is notable, and a line face of r{81O} (not shown in the figure)
was also determined. .

Crystal 6, not shown, is unusual in having a large face of the basal
pinacoid c{OOl}, while both domes t and yare minute line faces.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES.

The cleavage of meyerhofferite is perfect parallel to the clinopina
coid, b{OlO}. Indications of other less perfect cleavages in the
prism zone were encountered during the measurement of the crystals.
Such indications were noted a number of times for a{ 100} and M{ lIO}.
The perfect clinopinacoidal cleavage causes the crystals to break
readily in thin prisms. The hardness of the mineral is about 2.

The density of meyerhofferite, determined on colorless, transparent
crystals by means of heavy solution, is 2.120. The same value was
obtained on the artificial mineral by Van't Hoff and Meyerhoffer. 1

1 Van't Holf,I. H., UntersUChnngen tiber die BUdnng der ~eanlschen8aIzablagerungen, LI. Kiinstllche
Darlte\lnng von Co18DW11t: PreUSS. Akad. W1sll. SIUber., 1906, p. 689.
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The white opaque prisms of meyerhofferite have apparently a slightly
lower density, but the lower value is more apparent than real and is
probably due to a small amount of air inclosed in the partly cleaved
crystals.

OPTICAL PROPERTIES.

Meyerhofferite crystals that have not been affected by outside
influences are colorless; others are white. The luster is vitreous and
on the opaque white masses somewhat silky. The colorless crystals
are transparent; the white ones translucent to opaque.

The extinction on b{OlO} is CAX' =33°; on a{ 100} it is CAZ' =25°.
The plane of the optic axis is across the elongation (c) and the obtuse
bisectrix (Z) makes a moderate angle with the normal to the face
(100). The axial angle 2Vis nearly 90°, but the bars are perceptibly
curved. The mineral is optioally negative.

The refractive indices, as determined by the immersion method by
Mr. Esper S. Larsen, for sodium light, are as follows: a = 1.500,
~= 1.535, "y = 1.560. The birefringence -('Y - a) is high, 0.060.

CHEKICAL PROPERTIES.

PYROGNOSTICS.

Meyerhofferite when heated in a blowpipe flame fuses readily
without decrepitation but with intumescence to an opaque white
enamel, imparting a greeriish color to the flame. Heated in P. closed'
tube, it fuses, giving off abundant water. The mineral is readily
soluble in acids.

QUANTITATIVE OOMPOSITION.

Two analyses were made of meyerhofferite, one on 0.0607 gram of
the colorless transparent orystals, and one on gram and half-gram
portions of the abundant opaque white variety. The borio acid had
to be determined by difference in the colorless crystals. Both
analyses yield the same result, as shown above.

Analyses and raMS of'TlU-1Jerhofferite.

Opaque, white, fibrous IIllIa!. Color-
Ietl8, Ca.lcu-trans- lated.

1 2 3 Aver- Ratios. parent
age. crystals.

CaO................ 25.23 25.66 ......... 25.45 2.05or2 25.6 25.02

~~3(b·~1;;~-iiOci).-: 46.40 .......... ........... 46.40 2.990r3 [45.6] 46.85
1.01 ......... .......... 1.01 -.---_.- .. .3 .00

H 20 (above 110°) .. a 27. 75 a 28. 00 b27.49 27. 75 6.96or7 28.5 28. 13

........ ......... . ....... 100.61 ............ 100.00 100.00

II Loa 0I1!KUlt1011. , Loss 011 flDftfOll with flJlftAld e.o.
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The ratios yield the formula 2CaO.3B~08'7H,O, and the analysis
of the colorless transparent crystals agrees well with that of the opaque,
white, fibrous mass. Both analyses are also in close agreement with
the calculated composition given in the la.st column.

The new minerals meyerhofferite and inyoite belong to the cole
manite series of compounds. Of the compounds of 2CaO.3B~08 with
water the following are known:

2CaO.3B20 3.5H20 (artificially prepared), colemanite.
2CaO.3B20 3 .7H20 (artificially prepared), meyerhotlerite.
2CaO.3B20 3 .9H20 (artificially prepared).
2CaO.3B20 3·11H20.
2CaO.3B20 3 .13H20, inyoite.

SYNTHESIS.

Meyerhofferite W8B artificially prepared by Meyerhoffer and Van't
Hoff 1 by the following method. The hexahydrate of calcium mono
borate, CaO.B~08.6H~O,W8B treated with boric acid solution at 100°,
when the oompound 2CaO.3B~08.9H,O 'W8B formed in well-<:rystal
lized augit&-like forms. By heating this enneahydrate with a 3 per
cent boric acid solution at 100° the compound 2CaO.3B~08'7~Owas
formed in well-<:rystaJIized long rectangles.

DIAGNOSTIO PROPERTIES.

The prismatic, partly tabular crystals, perfect cleavage, and
inclined (triclinic) extinctions serve, with the chemical tests, to dis
tinguish meyerhofferite from all other natural borates.

I Meyerhoffer, WIIh8lm, Imd Van't Holl, 1. B., Krystalllsirte CaJclum-borate: AnnaJen der Chem1e,
vol. 361, p. 100, lllO7




